XRY Express offers the full power of XRY through a simplified interface that guides users step-by-step through their mobile device extractions. With its ease of use, XRY Express enables field-based investigators and other non-expert users to quickly perform their own mobile device extractions and analyses. The locked-down workflow means that every user follows approved, consistent processes.

XRY Express is the same software that runs on the MSAB Kiosk and MSAB Tablet platforms, now installable on Windows-based PCs.
BLOW AWAY YOUR BACKLOG WITH XRY EXPRESS

XRY Express’ customizable workflow gives you the option to tailor individual user sequences for different types of users and skill levels. A sequence can work like a software “wizard” which enables almost anyone in your organization to perform mobile device extractions. Sequences can be configured to align with your organization’s needs, practices and regulations. They can instruct and even lock user groups to specific instructions and actions.

This capability of XRY Express allows front-line operators to process many of the mobile devices that need to be extracted, reducing backlogs and easing the pressure on your forensic lab. In turn, the forensic experts in the lab can focus fully on the toughest cases.

ENSURE ISO 17025 COMPLIANCE

Through its locked-down configuration and automatic audit logging, XRY Express helps your organization comply with ISO 17025.

Managers and IT teams will value the way XRY Express ensures compliance with organizational policies and processes, as well as IT security policies. It operates like any other Windows-based software application on your PC, behind your organization’s firewall and IT security layers.

FLEXIBLE INTEGRATION AND DEPLOYMENT

With XRY Express now installable on Windows-based PCs, it provides many of the benefits of the Kiosk’s interactivity and touch screen capability, running on your organization’s standard computers instead of on a specialized device. Your team has the option to install other software solutions on the same hardware platform.

MANAGEMENT MADE EASY

Multiple computers running XRY Express can be linked into a network and managed centrally with our XEC Director software program, which enables many additional benefits. Managers can monitor and report on all aspects of your mobile forensic operations. They can track activity, send notification to users, push out watch lists, IT security updates, product updates and more.

The XRY Express interface can be customized and helps users extract mobile devices step by step.

Contact sales@msab.com to get started

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

» User-friendly extraction wizards
» Custom sequences for different user groups
» Assists compliance with standards and regulations
» Remote management and updates with XEC Director
» Installation on Windows-based PCs together with other software

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

» Intel 6th Generation (Core i3 or above)
» 8GB RAM
» 500MB Hard Disk Space for Program Installation
» 128GB HDD for Data Storage
» Windows 8 - Windows 10 recommended (64Bit only)
» 1600 x 900 resolution minimum
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